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WE CAN WIN 1

By Max Stanford
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(continued from page 1)

we cannot win under any circumstances. We meat, under
all conditions, be united with our Asian, African, and
Latin American brothers and aistera,

	

but as Fidel Caa~
tro says "revolutionaries moat make the

	

revolution."
This means that me (Afrokmericans) must make our own
revolution . Also, we must be willing to accept the re-
sponsibility of revolution and be willing to go all the
way, no matter what happens .

The failure to realize our power and position in this
country has been the failure .9f . AfroAmericans to see
themselves as revolutionary nationalists. In doing
this, they don't see our struggle se-a national libera-
tion struggle. Instead, our struggle has previously
been defined along class. lines only. This leads to
confusion and failure to make a clear analysj* .- be-
because there are more factors involved than olasa .W.hat
most y6ung black intellectuals must do, is stop seeing
themselves, our people, and our struggle through "Char
lie's" eyes . We must become familiar with our revolu-
tionary history as an oppressed nation .

For a period of three hundred years, the United
States was the scene of constant revolt. During this
period, White Americans - especially in the South - De-
veloped a fear of the "black hordes." The South was an
armed camp, with every white man delegated with the au-
thority of law and order im matters concerning the
black man . But then, as now, lair and order has meant
the enslavement of a black nation . What most young
black intellectuals fail to do is thoroughly study the
slave system, the development of slavery from the six- .
teenth century on to the twentieth century, how our
nation was taken into bondage, and the psychology of
White America during this period. Contrary to the op-
pressor's statistics,- the slave revolts were well or-
ganised, involved thousands of slaves, and sometime
had international implications . These revolts occurred
on the average of every three weeks for a three hundred
year period . The international perspective of the Den-
mark Vesey revolt with his attempted coordination'with
Toussaint L'Ouverture (military leader of the Haitian
revolt which had defeated both the French and British
armies in liberating Haiti)

	

shook White America to its
roots. .. .With

	

the

	

population of

	

African

	

captives in
the United States much greater than "Charlie" has ever
been willing to admit, White Americans were faced with
a black take-over or black revolution: Black revolu-
tion plagued them constantly. There was never Ky
peace of mind . The fear of having a Haitian revolution
on United States soil played a major role intthe of-
ficial abolishment of

	

the slave trade.

	

The Hit'Turner
revolt shook White America so much that t1m idea' of
abolishment of the slave system

entirely became a fea-
sible and practical concept .

Contrary to what most white historians would have us
to believe, the Turner revolt was so well coordinated
and planned, that it involved hundreds of slaves. Tur-
ner struck fear into all of White America by his tactic
of "strike by night and spare none." Though the revolt
was short-lived, many persons in positions of power
realized that they would have to cope with a black
revolution if the slave system wasn't destroyed. They
knee that .V"thgy didn't dp swaething quick, the slaves
would develop national organization and they feared
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that the

	

"blacks" wcu~dtake

	

over the oomtry. , The
horror of thinking of what the "blacks" would do to the
whites if-they were

	

in power,

	

was

	

the

	

nightmare of
America. Vim slave system would have to go in order to
to

	

"save the

	

Unicn"

	

(White .America) .

	

This was the
situatign that led to the, Civil War. White power had
to fight,vhite pover in order to keep control over the
"blacks."

The next step is to develop the tactics for national
liberation as "blood brothers and sisters" in the
struggle. What we must understand is that "Charlie's"
system runs 'like an IBM machine. But an IBM machine
has a weakness, and that weakness is its complexity.
Put something in the wry place. in an IBM machine and
it's finished for a long time .

	

And so it is with this
racist, imperialist system. Without mass oommnioa
tions and

	

rapid

	

transportation,

	

this system is
through. The millionaires who control this country
would be isolated from their flunkies who do 'their
dirty work.

	

When war breaks

	

ost in this country, if
the action is directed toward taking over institutions
of power and "complete annihilation" of the racist
capitalist oligarchy,

	

then the black revolution will
be successful . Guns, tanks,

	

and police will mean no.
thing . The Armed Forces x111 be in chaos, for the
struggle of black revolution will be directed against
the racist government of White America.

	

It will be a
war between two goverrmisntss the revolutionary Afro-
American government in exile against the racist, im-

perialist White American government.

	

It will be a war
of the forces of the black liberation front against
the ultra-right coalition.

Black-men and women in the Armed Forces will defect

and come over to join. the black liberation forces.

Whites who claim thv milt to h*lp the revolution will

(concluded on page.22)
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INTEGRATION A AND DEMOCRACYY

By James Boggs

;~yths, superstitions and folkore have been with ua
down througn the ages and perhaps will always be with us
They have often served a useful purpose because they
give emotional feeling to a philosophy . Hut myths en-
dure much longer than philosophies because people will
hold on to a myth even when cold reason tells them that
the philosophy no longer has a basis in fact . It is
then that what began as a philosophy becomes pure and
simple myth, and it is then also that myths became part-
icularly useful to the rulers of a soeiety,whether these
be tribal chieftains, feudal lords or capitaliafe,

Today in the United States there are two philosophies
that'have become myths ; Democracy and Integration. The
first, Democracy, is not uniqueto the U.S .A . Belief in
deiapcracy has been shared .by almost all Western- nations
who have ha'v'e at one time or another tried to impose it
upon the rest of the world. However, Integration as,a
philosophy 'ts unique to the-U.S .A. because this is tke
only country Which has been built upon the systematic
assimilation of successive waves of immigrants into the
American, i.e. the capitalist, system . Each of these
waves of immigrant was assimilated into the American sys.
tam by climbing upon the backs of others, first and al
ways on the backs of the Negroes,

	

and then on the backs
of other immigrants until each reached a status .more or
less equal to that of the "Founding Fathers." The word
"Integration" was not used to describe this systematic
process of assimilation until the Negroes (who had came
here at the same time as the Founding Fathers) , began to
demand assimilation upon. the same basis 'as the immigrants
i~-was only,thsn that the concept of assimilation began
to appear revolutionary rather than a natural part of
the system .

However, the first thing that every revolutionist has
to be clear about is that Integration is not in itself a
revolutionary concept. What it means is assimilation in-

to the Americah, i.e. capitalist, system rather than a
radical transformation of that system upon the basis of
new values and new methods . The only thing that has
made Integration seem revolutionary up to now is the re-
sistance that has been put up to it by whites, and

particularlyby those whites who have most benefited by it -
the former immigrants . And it is this resistance which
is beginning to reveal the mythical elements in the

philosophiesof Democracy and Integration.

Any radical, revolutionist or militant, socialist or

WHO INVENTED DEMOCRACY?
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TWO MYTHS THAT HAVE FAILED

otherwise, rtic-'i~-~ern-~&Y,soeiety thinks of a revol-
ution takip!g puce through the . _:democratic . pcs"ocesh i.w
propagating myths and i7,lusion:s and deluding Mimeo(

and those whom be claims to lead.

	

There is no question'

that in fighting to integration the Negroes will have

to resort to actions of a ravolutiofrY character. But

there is also no question that i1f the Negroes could ac-.

hieve Integration into the Amerioan system by the demo-

cratic process, that would not be a revolution. .A rev-
olution involves the taking away Of'P~r, economi°,

political and social power, by one section of society

(.the oppressed) from another section of society (the c'p"

pressors) . Up to now most Western Marxists hove been

frustrating themselves trying to reconcile Democracy

with revolution.

	

They have wondered,

	

for axample, . VbY

fstro (who s&ittedly has the support of the majority

of the Cuban people, -does not_ conduct democratic elect-

ions. . That' refuse to face thefact that democratic

eloctidKs in Cuba would mean encouraging the old ruling

Masses to seek power xhich They could only wid"with
the support of the military forces of imperialism. They
refuse to face the fact also that it,was the democratic
prooses which created the conditions making the revolu-
tion necessary in the first place.

It is only when one begins to look at the whole world
and see all the nations that have been dominated and
exploited by the democratic nations of the ikorld that
one can begin to examine scientifically whether Democra.
cy has been a philosophy for liberating 'the world or
for subjugating the world. And unless one looks at De-
mocracy in terms of the whole world, one is~propagat1Jk ;,
a myth which is as much a vise around the i9a of pso_
plc as any superstition or folklore has ever been .

Ilemecracy has. been used for so long to describe so

many different systems that is only a source of confus-

ion for revolutionists . The capitalists use it, the

Communists use it, socialists use it, liberals use it,
extremists use it, fascists use it, racists use it . 'It
makes no difference what economic system is involved,
what political objectives are at stake, nor what meth-
ods are being employed. The U.S. is in South Vietnam
fighting for Democracy ;

	

it- seeks to

	

overthrew Castro
in the nanm .of Democracy. Wallace is in Alabama fight-
ing for De~raMy -" and Goldwater is all -over AmerJca.

(continued on-page 5)



(continued from page 4)
no South Africans a". upholding Democracy In- South 'Af-

, 'rise. It sakes no difference that the U.S . World new-
er permit the Vietnamese to vote in an election on who_

. ther they want the U.S . in Asia or that the South Afri-
cans would never permit the Africans to voter on what
kind of government they want. So long has Democracy
been used to obscure and' evade issues that the" real

. questions of "how",

	

"what", or "where" to understand a
system or to resolve any crucial issue can no longer be
faced.

This confusion and evasion are built into the vcn-
cept of Democracy. The Greeks invented the word to de-
saribe equality in the political arena. But-Greek Dem-
oorscy did not give political equality to the alaves.It
gave no slave the right or the power to free himself
from slavery. Instead it rested upon the foundation
of slavery.

	

Similar1y Western Democracy has rested up-
on capitalist and imperialist exploitation .

	

And the
American Democracy of which this country has been so
proud has rested upon the worst kind of exploitation of
all - a class system of exploitation that is based upon
the systematic exploitation of another ra".

Thus

	

democracy-.teas

	

never been nor was it ever meant
to be a process by *hieh an exploited people could make
a revolution. At its best Democracy hasbeen a means
whereby minor reforms could be achieved inbetween revol-
utions . It has allowed the process of negotiation to
take place during these interim periods between oppos-
ing sections of society, for example, through the union
or a civil rights organization. But it has never been
a "means of making revolution because a revolution means
the taking of power, and the taking of power means can_
fronting the armed forces of the state by the armed for
ales of the op~reased.

THR SOCIALISTS AND DEI'VCRACY

The socialists who say "Come the revolution" so glib-
ly have never faced this question s6rionsly because they
have based their perspective upon a working class which
is constantly growing in numbers and organization in the
=process of production and which will be forced to revolt
,iy..ths agony of the work proceap and the unequal distri-
b4ticn of. material wealth.

	

Far years in the U .S.A . part
. ioalarly, socialists have visualised the revolt casing
- . :tbrough the democratic process because of increasing un---itr, organization and control of production by the work-
arm inside the plant.

	

Then,

	

in the 3os they witnessed
the labor movement taking over the plant but not taking

-power in the political arena which

	

is the only arena
` .here they could control the'military and other police
Proem of the,state . Since that time they no longer even.

	

. the revolution in terms of the taking of power .
T*r policy centers instead around moral persuasion and
_dibarrassment of the powers-that-be, accompanied by a
vague hope that some dayanother Great Depression in the.
U,S,I. . will clause the proverty-striekcen +masses to unite
and fight again. Thus their perspective for revolution
is based more on a catastrophe vverta3dng the capitalist
class than on anything the people will do or could do or
should do to take power.
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Today few socialist envisage a. revolution by the
workers of North America or'deatern Europe.
admit it or not, they know that these workers

art

	

thee ac-tual prop which support the counter-revolution of the
U.S.A.

	

all over

	

the world.

	

Wherever it " goes,

	

whatever
it does, whomever it supports, the U.S. does it to saveDemocracy. The American workers are not ignorant of
what this country is doing. Yet never do they oak tben-
selves whether the U.S.

	

is doing what it does by a maj-ority vote of the people in these countries or an theinvitation of now puppet minority which wants to pre_serve

	

its political power, its social privileges, andits economic exploitation of the majority .

Today, Whether Negroes realize it or not, as long asthey demand Integration and Democracy they are demand-ing the right to become capitalist exploiters, first ofeach other and then if this is not enough,imperialist
exploiters of the underdeveloped world. Yet the Negroesshould understand this better than any other Americans.For war 300 years they have lived as a semi-colonial
people inside the U.S.A. where Democracy has meant racist
degradation of anyone colored and class exploitation of
MWana poor.

For any socialist or black nationalist to be revolut-
ionary today, they must be for a total change by revolu-
tionary leans of this society and the construction of a
society which eliminates the exploitation of other rac-
es, classes and nations which are inseparable from Cau. .
italism and Dasocracy,

	

Tw

	

particularly,

(concluded an page 6)



(concluded -from'1aam S)
where for the first time-in'.human history.a majority is
enjoying the material abundiaoe'' of an'iffluent society,

they have to be clear. that majority rule does not mean

a revolutionary transformation of society but rather con-

tinued repression of the substantial minority through

whose super-exploitation this affluent-socisty was built.

At this point in particular they must grapple with the

fact that majority rule inAid . the U.S.A. already means

full-fledged fascist rule over the peoples of Asia and

Latin-America, and is leading to fyV-fledged fascism at

home, as already reflected in the white backlash majority

and the growing retaliation against Negroes, radicals and

liberals in every sphere who threaten the democratic rights universal citizenship can be a reality. But such a way

of the majority to uninterrupted enjoyment of the fruits of like cannot come by voting . nor by wishing nor asking

of exploitation . Thus majority rule can easily become nor persuading nor praying . It can only came by the Re-

for all Americans the fascism that the Negro has krfcarn volution .

all his life .

	

'

"THIS STUFF BEEN GOIN' LIKE NOT CAKES"
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The role of the revolutionist is not to encourage ot-

hers to became part of a system. It is to change the
whole system. The aim of the revolutionist is not more
Democracy or more integration. It is to, create a system

which assures the equal right of all, regardless of race

or class or nation, to-live as full human beings . Today

a revolution has Wsn place in technology .whieh makes it

possible to free non for the first time from the slavery

of the work process

	

and the machine and yet provide en-

ough material goods for this country and same of

	

Abs

developing world, so that exploitation and domination of

classes, races and nations are, no longer necessary and

Free MaeMallory!
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ROOTS OF

REVOLUTIONARY NATIONALISM

By Marcus Garvey

BLACK .LIBERATION

+'We of the Negro Race are moving from one state of or-

ganisation to another, and we shall so continue until we

have thoroughly lifted ourselves into the organization

of GOVERNMENT. . . . . .For -- over

	

three

	

hundred

	

years

	

the

white man has been our oppressor,

	

and he naturally is

not going to liberate us to the higher freedom - the

truer liberty - the truer democracy. We have to li-

berate ourselves."

FORCE

Excerpts from the writings and speeches of

Marcus Garvey, J.A .Rogers, Elijah Muhammad,
W.E.B .DuBois, Robert Williams, Malcolm X,
Harold Cruse, Rev. Albert B .Cleage Jr.,
Max Stanford and James Boggs

". .the posters opposed to Negro progress will not be in-

fluenced in the slightest by mere verbal protests on our

part. They realize only too well that protests of this

kind contain nothing but the breath expended in making

themp. They also realize that their success in enslaving

and dominating the darker portion of humanity was due

solely to the element of FORCE employed (in the majority

of cases, this was accomplished by Torce of arms) . Pres-

sure, of course, may assert itself in other forms, but

in the last analysis, whatever influence is brought to

bear against the powers opposed to Negro progress must

contain the element of FORCE in order to accomplish its

purpose, since it is apparent that this is the only ale-

ment they recognize ."

Marcus Garvey

PRESENT DAY CIVILIZATION

"We see a small percentage of the world's population
feeling hatwY and contented with this civilization that
man has evolved, and we see the masses of the human race
on the other hand dissatisfied and discontented with the
civilization of today - the arrangement of human so-
ciety. Those masses are det4rained +- Anwtrov .the sve-
tems that hold up such a society and prop such a civi-
lization. . . . . . As by indication the fall will came . A

fall that will cause the universal wreck of the civili-
zation that we now.see, and, in the new civilization,
the Negro is called upon to play his part.

	

He is called
upon to evolve a national ideal, based upon freedom, hu-
man liberty, and true democracy."

MAN INOW THYSELF
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From LIBERATGR

"For man to know himself is for him to feel that for
him there is no human master. For him, Nature is his
servant, and whatsoever he wills in Nature, that shall
be his reward." . . ."To me, a man has no master but God.
Man, in his authority, is a sovereign lord . As for the

indivddual ,man,

	

so of the individual race. . . . . . .If 460,

000,000 Negroes can only get to know themselves, to know

that in - them is a sovereign power,

	

is an authority that

is absolute, then in the next twenty-four hours, we

would have a nation, an empire, - resurrected, not from

the will of others to see us rise - but from our own de-

termination to rise, irrespective of what the

	

world

thinks ."
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ON THT BLACK MAN.-Aim

	

:CIVILIZATION
nTo -ancient Europe Africa was, far fully two thousand

year's, the civilized world. 'How low the savage Euro-
pean must have looked to the Nile Valley African looking
north from hue Pyramid of Cheops'.-, says Professor Dor-
sey. When this Wonder of the Ancient World was some two
thousand years old; Greece, - first part of the European
continent to be touched by civilisation, was a wilder
ness. Athens,

	

later to became the leader in world cul-
ture, was as late as 1500 B.C. totally unknown.

Civilizationcame to Greece from Egypt by why of the island
of Crete, as Sir Arthur Evan has shown.

"And this civilisation was Negroid.

	

For this, we have
the word of Herodotus, (484-425 B;C.), who travelled in
Egypt and saw the Egyptians of his day.

	

In .Book Two,
chapter 57, -he says they ware 'black', and.in Book Two,
chapter 104,

	

they were

	

'black and iod y-Haired .'

	

The
hair of the Ethiopian,

	

he said, was

	

'very wooly*'

	

He
adds that in other parts of the Near East he visited, he
saw other natiofe with the,same .racial characteristics
as the Egyptians."

"As for West Africa,.Songhay,

	

with its capital,

	

Tim.
buctoo,

	

which flourished in 1500 A.D., and was mare ad-
vanced than most countries, of Western Bwope, was known
only to rare scholars.

	

Other civilisations as the Man
dingo Empire,

	

Yoruba,

	

and Ifs ware totally forgotten .
Ghana, one of the greatest, had its name corrupted to
"Guinea.'

	

Then the world's richest producer of gold,
its name was given to England's largest gold coin - the
guinea."

"As regards

	

'race',

	

which was thrust upon me

	

(I had
never felt otherwise than as a member of the human race)
I realized that the further back the Negro's past 'could
be pushed, the more ridiculous would appear the old
slave-holding dogma of 'Negro inferiority.' . I saw, al-
so, that the white overlords, to inflate the ego of
their cam group,

	

had reached back to claim the coal-
black Ethiopian, the mulatto Egyptian, the black-Hiridau,
the Negroid Polynesian, not to mention certain indivi-
duals of Negro ancestry as Esop,

	

Terence,

	

Cleopatra,
xuhammad,

	

as white.

	

Later,

	

I saw Mussolini trying to
prime his people bar telling them of their great Roman
pasb;

	

and Hitler puffing up his by calling them Aryans,
and- claiming that the ancient Egyptians were really Teu
tons.

	

In snort,

	

Negro history use only a rebuttal of
this braggadocio of the white masters."

By ELiiah Muhamsnod

TO BLACK AMERICA

"We must remember that ws are two different people and
w.e must be separated. That is the allay way out . The
so-called Negro here in. America does not have a future.
Twenty-million people, but -zW own nothing and hardly
have the privilege-, of having a job. I say, my beloved
people, we must unite and get together, and go for our
selves. We must pool our knoeledge ;

	

pool

	

our little
earnings; and do e®ething-far ourselves."

	

_

"In Asia and Africa,

	

in 1959, when I visited there, I
saw people weeping over your condition,

	

wishing that
they could give their lives for you. This demonstrates
that they see and understand.

	

You are born in it. You
are bruised and murdered, yet you cannot see your own
hurt as well as the people 5,000 or 10,000 miles from
you. Why? Because you were made blind,

	

deaf, and dumb
when you were babes.

	

There

	

are no

	

civilized people . on
the earth that will love their enemies as they love
themselves. But you do - because you don't know. They
call this hate teaching. But, I say, does White Amerims
lovw aTr ^nemies of theirs?

	

It is. true

	

that White Ame-
irica does

	

not'love

	

her enemy.

	

If

	

she doesn't like one
of ua,

	

she goes to war

	

and

	

-tries to

	

get rid .of

	

thatone.
TO WHITE AMERICA

"We are 20 . million

	

people .who have come (according to
the old prophets) through 'toil and tribulation.' We
are asking for freedom that

	

you claim you have -given to
us.

	

Freedom to go for ourselves.

	

We don't

	

want to be
beggars. But, if we are given freedom INDEED, we can go
'build for us the same that you have .. .. . . .Our people ed-
ucated in your colleges and universities,, our techni-
cians and,enginsers of all kinds why.shouldn't they go
and make a way for their am people as a nation ; build
and oenstrgct a government for their people as your fa-
thers did for yon when they crossed the Atlantic?"

By w,E-B. DuBois
ON - PAN-AFRICAN SOCIALISM

"When now, witn a certain suddenness, Africa is whirl-
ed by the'bitter struggle of dying private capitalism
into the last great battleground of its death throes,
you are being tempted to adopt at least a passing pri-
vate capitalism as a step to some partial socialism.
This would be a grave mistak&. .. . . ..Fnr four hundred
years Europe and North America have built their civili-
sation and comfort on theft of colored labor and the
land and materials. which rightfully belong to the

	

oo
lofial peoples. .. .. .Those

	

in

	

control

	

today , of

	

the
eaminant exploiting nations are willing to yield-owe to
the demands of the mass

	

of men than were their fathers.
But, their yielding takes the form of sharing the loot -
not of stopping the looting. It takes the form of stop-
ping socialism by force and not of surrendering the fa-
tal mistaken of private capitalism... .. .. .She

	

(the West)
offers

	

to let- ages ref your. smarter' AW
.
loss samIIUlous

leaders become fellow capitalists with the white ex-
ploiters i9 in turn the# _wduoe the nation's masses to



ON BLACK SELF-DEFENSE

W.E.B. DuBois

oaf th- av°hl cost,.

	

This

	

has: happened

	

in the West In-,
dies and in South America .

	

-This

	

may yet

	

happen in the
Middle East and Eastern Asia. Strive against it with
every fibre of your bodies and souls."

"The cemi g world man ig colored.

	

For the handful of
whites in this world to dream that they with their pre-
sent declining birth rate can ever inherit the earth
and hold the darker millions in perpetual subjection is
the wildest of wild dreams . Humanity is the goal of all
good, and no single race, whatever its color or deeds,
can disinherit God's anointed people."
"Theyroblem bf the twentieth century is the vroblee

. of he color line, the question as to how far differen-
ces of race -which show themselves chiefly in the color
of the skin and the texture of the hair - will hereaftar
be made the basis of denying to over half the world the
right of sharing to their.utmost ability the oppoatun-
ities and privileges of modern.civilization."

"Awake, awake, put on they strength, 0 Zion! Reject
the weakness of missionaries who teach neither love nor
brotherhood, but chiefly the virtues of private profit
from capital,

	

stolen-from your land and labor. Africa,
awake!

	

Put on the beautiful robes of Pan-African So-
cialism."

By Robert Williams

"I do not mean to convey the impression that I am
against non-violent tactics when feasible. I advocate
'peaceful demonstrations' when conditions permit . The
possibility of this type of struggle succeeding dimen-
ishes daily. What Negro leaders call 'peaceful' is more
realistically being viewed as a guarantee of immunity
from jurft retribution for sadistical brutes. 'Non-vio-
lance' is fast becoming..a sophisticated term for self-
imposed paralysis of the natural human nerve system and
its automatic reflexes of self preservation . Many 'non-
violent* proponents are advancing the theory that vio-
lence is 'immoral.' They speak of all forms of violence
in the same terms. They fail to distinguish between the
righteous violence of the noble patriots of Concord,
Lexington, Valley Forge, Gettysburg, Harper's Ferry
Richmond, and the great revolutionaries throughout the
history of the world,

	

and that of the savages who mur-

mainri y.

I

Lr0ua

	

J

	

harliie7;

I

	

Ist
look behllafy u[IL
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Robert F. Williams

dared William Moore, neagar Nvers, and the innocent
children of -Birmingham: The word 'non-violence' is be-
ing used too loosely and mechanically in a deceptive
way. . . . . . .Self-defense is not a love of violence. It is
a lave for justice . Oppressive and malicious aggression
show manifestations of love for violence and sadism.
Are the so-called.non-violent forces so overwrought with
the sensual pleasure they derive from the violence of
non-violence that their emotions obscure the clear-cut
differ-ericr .bstweeh self-defense (self-nreservation) and
oppressive aggression? Their actions suggest they are .
When an AfroAmerican proclaims the right of self-de-
fense, non-violent elements, without qualification, un-
categoricall.y squeal like probed pigs that the 'self-de-,
Tense' advocate is a 'violent black racist.' No amount
of polemics can prevail upon them that the self-defense
advocate means anything other than a declaration of his
love for violence and that all 'white folks' indiscrimi-
nately should be murdered in cold blood ."

"We must defend ourselves . We must fight back. We
must reject the unwritten commitment that so-called
Negro leaders have made guaranteeing our brutal oppres-
sors immunity from retribution for their heinous acts of
violence against our defenseless people. Not only must
we defend ourselves violently, but we must do it collec
tively. We

	

must condition ourselves for defense, both
physically and psychologically. We must became adept in
the methods of massive defense."

-"Yes, we should all advocate peaceful and non-violent
remonstrations in order toomobilize the masses of our
people, and to o_xpose the true nature of U.S. racism to
the world, but let us not be so naive as to believe that
we can appeal to the conscience of a brutal oppressor to
the extent that he will voluntarily release our people
from almost 100 years of shackles and the dark dungeon
of .slavery and misery."

"Let us not develop a hatred of whites simply because
they are white, but with the passion of our hearts hate
oppression and the savage conduct of those racist sa-
vages who dehumanize us . Let us hate oppression to such
an extent that we becoma fanatical in our determination
to live in human dignity and freedom. Does not history
prove that so-called fanatics constitute the greatest
force in shaping world society? IT IS BETTER FOR Op-
PRESSED PEOPLE TO BE FANATICS FOR FREEDOM AND JUSTICE
RATHER THAN TO COW TIMIDLY AND SUBMIT TO THE EVILS OF
DEHUMANIZATION AND SLAVERY .



. Bar Awcelw X

OtiR STROQOLES WILL MM

"There am some whites in aids' country mho -are still
complacent when they see the possibilities of racial
strife getting out of hand ; and you argtostplaceet sia.
ply because you think you outrumber, the racial minority
in this country. What you have to bear in mind, is
whereas you outnumber us in this country, yet don't out-'
masher us all over the earth." . .. . "And any kind of ra-
cial explosion that takes place in this country, today,
in 1964", is not a raeial+.uplQsion than am be confined
to the shores of America. It is a racial explosion that
can ignite the powder keg that exists all over the
planet we call earth.

	

Nor,

	

I think nobody would dis-
agree that the dark sasses of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America are already seething with bitterness, animosity,
hostility, unrest, and impatience- with the racial into-
lerance that they themselves ' _bsvs experienced at the
hands of the white West. And just as they themselves
have the ingredients

	

of hostility towards the West in
general,

	

here ice also have twenty-two millionAfrican .
Americans - black, brown, red, and yellow people-in this
country - who are also seething with bitterness and im-
patience, and hostility and animosity at the racial in-
tolerance# not only

	

of the white West,

	

but of WVte
America in particular ."

"So 1964 will see the Negro revolt evolve and serge
into the world-wide black revolution that his, "been
taking place, on this earth, since 1945. Now, the black
r0ailution has been taking place in Africa, Asia; and
IAWvAssrias .

	

Now, when I say black, I mean nonadtiti .
B0ak brown red and "llow.

	

Our _brothers and sisters
lit af

	

sL Asia who more dolonised by the Buropeans,
WA,

	

in Latin America, the peasants, who vere-polonized
b7 the Europeans, have been involved in a struggle since
1945 to get the colonialists, or the colonizing powers,
the Europeans, off their lands, out of their countries ."

"Asmg the so-called Negroes i:} thin country, as a
rule,

	

the civil nights

	

groups - ,those who .believe in
civil rights -'sprnd-most - of their

	

time trying . .to prove
their am Americans. Mlir thinking to psuallY domestic
- confined to the boundaries of America- : and they al-
ways look upon tliemsslveii as a minority . When they look
upon the American NtiP4 theAmerican stage is a white
stage. So, a black man standing on that stage, in
America, automatically is in the minority . He is the
underdog, and in his struggle, he always uses and ap-
proach that is a begging 'hat-in-hand', compromising ap-

Ry iurcld Cruse
ON DOIIFSTIC COLONIALISM

MAC)t All=, Fall 19b4t page l0
P*aoh, Whereas tld other savant or scion in America
.. lurom as the nationalist, black . nationalist r is
interested in bmwan rights than in civil rights. "fhs
differmarce between thb thinking, and hs. ma=ps of Afri-
can-Americans who am involved . 1n the hman rights
struggle and those involved in the civil rests straggle
is: those involved in the hamas rights straggle . doa't
look upon themselves as Americans . 11ey lo* upon thin. .
selves as a part of dark mankind. They am the whole
struggle as . not within the confuse of the : Aaaissn
stage, but upon the world stage.

	

And, -in -the world . eon-
text, tbay see that the dark mean oats the hite
norm.

	

On the world stage, the white man is just a micro-
soopic minority."

". .So,

	

in this country,

	

you f=ad two different types a
Afro-Americans : -tire type who looks upon himself as a
minority, and you as the majority - because his samps is
limited to the American scene ;

	

and then you have the
type who looks upon himself as part of the majority, and
you an part of the miorosoopic minority . And this .one
uses a different approach in trying to straggle for his
rights. He doesn't beg.,

	

He" doesn't thank you for shat
y6h give his,

	

because you are only giving him what he
should have had a hundred years

	

ago. He doesn't think"
you am doing him any favors."

"The American Negro shares with colonial peoples many
of the socio-economic factors which form the material
basis for present-day revolutionary nationalism.- Like
the peoples of the underdeveloped countries, the Negro
suffers in varying degree from hunger, illiteracy, dig_
ease, ties to the land, urban and semi--urban slums, oul-
tdral starvation, and the psychological reactions to
being ruled over by others not of his kind. He ex-
periences the tyramty imposed upon the lives of those
who inhabit underdeveloped countries ."

"From the beginning, the American Negro,has existed as
a colonial being._ His enslavement eoinsided with the
colonial expansion of European Powers and was nothing
move or lead than a condition of dam golo:tialisar .
Instead of the United States establishing a colonial
empire in Africa,

	

it brought the colonial system hams
and -installed it in the Southern states, When the -Civil
Was broke up the slave system and the Negro was eman-
cipated, he gained only partial freedom. Emancipation
elevated him only to the position of a semi-dependent
man, not to that of an equal or independent being."

"It is not at all remarkable tten, that the semi-colo-
nial status of this Negro,ban given rise to nationalistic
movements . It - would, be surprising if it has not. Al-
though Negro Natithalism today is a reflection of the
revolutigftary hatimalias that is changing the world,
the prsiont nationalist movement stem from a tradition
dating back to the period

	

of the first, World War. . . . .
Negro Nationalism came into its own at that time with
the appearance of Marcus Oarrey and his "Sack to Afrioa"
movement

	

Garvey mobilised large sections ds the-dis-
oontenQ urban petit-bourgeois and working class *la-
ments from the West Indies and the South into the great-
est mass movement yet achieved in Negro history . The
'Garvey movement was ravoluticnaw

	

a

	

~3

	

being ex-
pressed in the very heart of western capitalism."



By Rev. Albert B. Cleage Jr.
ON UNITY AND BROTHERHOOD

"Black Nationalism or Black Brotherhood offers a
powerful weapon ready at hand because it has been forged

the chains and shackles of oppression, hinery hand
which has been raised to strike

	

a .black man down, has
driven . all black men closer together .

	

The Negro has
been persecuted, .abuse&,

	

oppressed,

	

and disorindnated
against BECAUSE 'he is black.

	

The white man's hand has
not been raised against him because

	

of anything
s;done, but of what he is. . .BECAUSE HE IS BIACK.", .. . *So

the white man's hatred has fashioned a BLACK NATION
WITHIN A NATION . A BLACK BROTHERHOOD OF NECESSITY IN
WHICH BLACK MEN MUST UNITE AND IAPE EACH OTHER IF THEY
ARE TO SURVIVE!"

ON INDEPENDENT BLACK POLITICAL ACTION

"We have come a long wary. We have used a lot of me-
thods, We:"havi cane to the point where we can see with-
out a6y question that the only possibility for effective
notion W make basic changes in the Negroes' condition
in American life,

	

the only sensible

	

approach to the
Negro problei, is a political approach.. .. . . . .We have got
to take acme kind of action.

	

The only step which now is
obvious to more and more of cur people is the fact that
we have got to take independent. black nolitical action.
WE HAVE GOT TO MBILIZE THE MASSES Of NEGRO PEOPLE INTO
AN SENT, BLACK POLITICAL MDVEMENT . The masses of
Negro people have got to understarad.that this ie.a power

strngslw, that we are engaged in, a power

	

le
against the white man in all phases of life, anddhkve
gp'4o bring to bear,

	

in this power struggle,

	

our Raga
political strength. We must mobilize this oft a nation-
wide basis."

"In terms of the realities of-the situation, we have
to evolve a strategy of chaos . Deliberately me have got
to tear up everything that doesn't give us an equal
shake. They say Negroes always had a genius for tearing
up things. I'm not talking about that natural ability
that we have to tear up things. I'm talking about a de-
liberately conceived plan to tear up those things from
which we are excluded, those things that do not give uz
equality of opportunity, anything that exists in these
United States. . . ."

"You know the old

	

game the

	

kids

	

used to play on the
highway - they call it "Chicken." Two people get into
cars and drive towards each other, and see who chickens
out first. Well,

	

that is what we are playing now. And
if the white camaunity thinks we are going to chicken-
out first, they are in for a terrible disappointment .
Because we will play Chicken right up until the explo-
sion coma ."

By Max Stanford

A STRATEDT OF CMAOS

THE WORLD BLACK REVOLUTION

,BLACK AFRICA, Fan 1964, page 11

WE ARE AT WAR IMH WHITE AMERICA

". .As revolutionary black nationalists, we do not be-
lieve that standing on the street corners alone will
liberate our people. Revolutionary black nationalists
must act an a vanguard to show our people how to seize
power so that they may gain some control over their
lives. The main reason they are treated the . way they
are is because they are powerless. In the school coi-
atruetion site demonstration, our people saw the system
denying them opportunity. As our struggle developed,
that' saw that the police who represented the state, or
state power, were not on our aide, but an the side of
those who uphold racism. This brought in the concept of
government, protection of the

community
by a black

people's police

	

fdroe,

	

and the concept that we are-at
war ui~_WUtte

	

viol. Thus, *'our action, our people
gained a vital lesson in the need for a revolutionary
organisation that has power by physical example and in-
volvement."

"RAM's philosophy may be described ae revolutionary
nationalism, black nationalism, or just plain blackism .
It states that black people of the world (darker races,
black, yellow, brown, red, oppressed peoples) are all
enslaved try the ease forces. RAM's philosophy is one of
the world black revolution or world revolution of op-
pressed peoples rising up against their farmer alavemas-
ter$. Our movement is a movement 'of black people who
are coordinating their efforts do create a 'new world' .



free from

	

tstiM_4nd.vpprssfion o2 man by ran."

Fln the world today,

	

there .is a strujgle for vqrld
Power ~ween two camps, the 'rhavw (Western or white
cafitalist nations), and the "have-note" (Eastern or

nenr~l independent nations straggling, for ind

	

rrcar
socialist nations) . There are two types of natiaral-
ims. One type suppresses or oppresses, that is, a na-
tion or particular group reaps profits or advances
materially at the expense, exploitation,

	

slavery, or
torture of another group or nation. In'this nation, and
in the , world today .

	

this nationalism is

	

considered

',hits' nationalism,

	

or the

	

cooperation

	

of the white
Western nations to keep the newly emerging, oppressed
world in bondage. This is capitalist or rmotiorsrry
nationalism. The other type of nationalism. is to lib-
erate or free from exploitation . That is the bindigi
torte of a nation or particular NVV to free iwou
from a grow or ration that is suppressing Or OMea~rSng
It .' In this country, and in the world, th1m is con-
sidered 'black' nationalism or revolutionary national-
I=. . . . . .We can see

	

that black nationslief is .the appo-
site of white nationalises ; black nationalisn being revo-
lutionary and white being reactionary . We use,

	

8180,
that nationalism is really internationalism, today."

By James BeWs

BLACK AMMICA, Pall 1964, page 12

TIM LAND CF OPPORTUNISKs
O1`ne slogan of Mack and White,

	

Unite and Fight, 0
which is explicitly or implicitly accepted bar so many.
liberals and radicals, is based an the .erransoas can.
ception that there bas- been, a working-class unity be
tween the races in North Anarioan history.

	

The fact is
that the white workers have been-gaining at the expense
of the Negroes for so long, that for than to unite with
the Negroes would be lila tatting their own throats.
After the Negroes were set aside to be systematically
exploited, every white Immigrant pho walked off the
~gsngplank to make his way in America was walking on to
the Negroes' backs. The classless society,, of which
Americans are

	

so proud, is the -society in which whlta
workers have been able to climb on the backs of others
ant of the working class . into the middle-class .

	

This
backdiraing has any been possible because there has
always been a Negro underclass at the bottom as society
to take the leavings of the jobs, hones, schools, public
buildings, ate., as technological development and so*-
node expansion created better opportunities for the
whites .... ..Thns the Amarigan Dream has been a

	

reality
for the-,"ts- ~an only'because it was a nightmare for
the black wen."
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THE LONG HOT SUMMER

As America - White America - prepares to net

	

the
"Negro Revolt" head-on this summer, with its now famous
"White Backlash :" people are wandering just where this
stroggle'e going to end. The "irresistible

	

.force"
(Black America) meeting the "unmovable object" (White
America) in the hopped-up atmosphere of the turbulent,
American

	

Isixties. . . .will greatly affect White Ame-
rica's future and,

	

i.e�the "Free World" for the years
to Came.

In the Deep

	

South,

	

the freedom nhovapent led by SNCC
and Martin Luther King, Jr.'s SCI&j	hasbegun to hear
the death knell for civil rights - as the black masses'
smoldering consciousness starts its turn from "non-vio-
lence" to the sane and vigorous policy of self-defense
against the racist beast. National. mass communication
has'beat its drums long and load-concerning the liberal
"Freedon Summr Project"

	

(a kind of Peace Corps) taking
plioe in Mississippi, flowering heart of the rabid,

	

ra-
cist South. The Johnsons, - Paul - Mississippi's govern-
or,

	

and Lyndon - America's Presidbnt - are doing

	

all
they can to *keep order" and uphold "the traditions of
the American Way of Life" - whatever that means.

Not only are'the Civil Rights organizations faced with
the crisis.of eserging awareness And vengeful anger de-
veloping among the blacks;. but now SNCC is being shaken
with anew and deadly crisis from within. This new cri-
aim steers from the revolt of black field workers

	

at
the white-led offices :. Main and Field.

	

White

	

orals
and radicals .. it some - have infiltrated an3d torme
p6imrhloas within the deatsion-making structure-at the
group.. . .thereby css?trating and inralidating the .potenr
tials of this outspoken organisation . The SkW'crisis

(This article was written in June, before the

	

now
famous riots in Harlow, Brooklyn, Rochester, and the New
Jersey tams of Patterson and Elisabeth.)
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ay 'Aax stanfor?

By Rolland Smelling"

now raging within the Deep *outh is another exa=le o"
the deadliness of the astute "fifth column" of "liberal"
and "radical" whites working to undermine and nedtralize
the black freedom struggle . This "fifth column" - if
"radical", - seeks to exploit the black masses by using
them as a hammer to wear down the Southern power struc-
tures; and i£ wholesale violence erupts, seeks to use
their bLod to force federal occupation prelude to "re-
formist" change within the structure . Now any revolu-
tionist knows - studying White American history - that
all the Northern whites have to do is recall their
troops

	

( as in Reconstruction Times) and watch the Sou-
thern slaughter of the blacks begin.

	

It is also common
knowledge that capitalism - international or domestic -
can't

	

"reform*

	

itself,

	

being a power system without a
"conscience" to appeal to. To continue: if "liberal"
this underground seeks to dilute their (blacka')militant
drives and natural instincts of self-preservation;
brainwashing then with MLrKn '"uther "inx . * and twill!"
"Gandhiiem" : .thereby blunting their legitimate thoughts
of righteous . ret-i'rnition; Mating sheep: thereby main-
taining the American status quo.

In its sacred crusade to st4fle black liberation., the
choicest weapon in its arsenal of candid trickery and
righteous platitudes is the white female. "Beastina" -
the H-bomb of the arsenal - in ,vented right and left -
crushing down the prise, young liaders and rendering
militant action impossible. The yearly SNCC "confer-
ences" - called *orgies" and "other things" by militant
blacks - are nary time the stage for infamous can.
Smsts . For example: if a certain young leader is known

(concluded on page 14)



(eonclnded from page 13)

to have been "sauding . off r about too many whites ea13r

i the shots, if he's been devising schemes to "leap
'Charlie' in tlie -76rth 3'LC Kis orfin the'Saitli,":f
he complains about the way whites tend to "lead" blacks

and fear to go in (white ec®wuiities) .and "lead" . whites
. .. .they assign "Beastina" to "persuade" him that mili-

itanbe is not the way (K=ANCE

	

4 possible 71o_

lance - meaning wounded white folkel),

	

and "love" will
congaar all. This "persuasion" sometimes goes to the
depths of drugging the young leaders with alcohol and

getting into "brainstorm sessions" with theft concerning
the next day's decisions concerning policy . These "sess-
ions"

	

followed by sexual seduction

	

of the dazed young
leaders leads to astounding changes in policy-making the
following day. Yes, unfortunately,

	

this "LOVE" does.

seen to conquer. .. .all the militant, young leaders, that
is. So deadly has this tool became that

	

informed
aairgee have it that white females control the Executive
Secretary, and, also, the bespectacled intellectual
chairman of the Mississippi voting project.

	

Further,
sources have it that "Besutina",broke up the marriage of
the young Executive Seeretary. . . .and not controls SNCC
policy-making from the top.

With these problems - "Beastina," and the decadence
running rampant among the young field cadre - sleeping
around, interracial coupling before the eyes of an in-
creasingly angry commmity, the "fakir-haired, 'Charlie'
freedom-fighters" chasing black high school girls,
drunkeness and other scandals - looming unsolved .. .these
alone will eliminate SNCC from the running-if the vio-
lent vigilantes don't themselves.

	

(Whilo I write, three
field-workers _ two white,

	

one black - have. disappeared
in Philadelphia, Mississippi. . . Nothing found of thse
except a burnt-out

	

station wagolyr) .

	

These

	

Ame .ra4st
beasts have at least 60,000 wen armed with the best of
modern weapons - machines guns, 10 lb. bombs, submachine
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guns, high-powared rifles, hand greslades, cannons, ete.t
all fife - organised'terronem _'against iiitarmsd, mate,.
ly unorganized black folks. Sources 'have it that sacs
SNCC brothers sought to pat weapons in the threatened
"Freedom Houses" whene the workers sleep, and in the of-
fices - the targets four mW threats and occasional bar.
binge. This move - it is said .. sent the slain offices
into a panic and they took immediate moveb to cenoure
those "violent, black racists" (reportedly sending one
to an analybt . .. .he HUST'VE been insinal) ; firing them
from their projects and shipping them throughout the
state.

	

"SHOO" - they reportedly said - .wig non-violent,
and when one becomes

	

'influenced" by any other philo
sophy;

	

one should leave the organization ." This,writer
wonders what their rhetorie-will be when the vigilantes
came bombing and burning;. raping and shooting; beating
and looting liberals and black folks alike.

The facts are becoming increasingly clear in the North
and. South alike. 'Bourgeois Refotvmism" (Civil Rights) -
with its policies of "turn-the-other-oheekism," lasci-
vious interracial coupling, and hedonistic decadence -
is on its way out as a philosophy for black people.
With the resentment against whites - a}1 whitest - now
brewing within the awakening black communities: the long
awaited BLACK backlash (recently, waves of indiscrimi-
nate terrorism in the northern cities, by exploited
black youth against whites, have been reported) yes, the
state is being set for a new kind of freedom-fighter; a
Universal,Revolutionary Freedom-fighter - as with Asia,
Africa, and Latin America;

	

a fighter. who wonlt

	

sham a
gun to liberate his people.

As the. smoldering masses of Black America march for-
ward through heroic struggle, they will develop their
WN INDIGENOUS LEADERSHIP, which will lead them - with.
the BANDUNG Spirit of the world's colored peoples - out
of the dark caverns of racist oppression and into the
brillant light of the long awaited SUNRISE!
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Don't miss THE RED CHINESE AMERICAN NEGRO by William Worthy in the October ESQUIRE.



RACK YOUTH

AND AFRO-AMERICAN LIBERATION

May . 1-3. 196q, the Afr~an Student Moversnt,
repr tim young nationalist groups and ten&QOies
thraeghou& the North and South, convened in Nashville,
Tennessee, to form a Black Nationalist Youth Movesrent .

The first conference session evaluated "bourgeois
-eformism" -- the integrationist civil rights organis-
Itiona. The prevailing view was that the current acti "
rities of Chi&, SCLC, SNCC, NAACP etc. substantiate Dr.
d.E .B.DuBois' conviction that "capitalism cannot reform
itself, a system that enslaves you, cannot free you."
Progressively fruWated, perceptive militants are
gravitating toward nationalism. The anticipated "long,
hot sneer" will disillusion millions of Afrokmericans
and enhance the potentialities for the emergenoe of a
viable Nationalist Youth Movement . The conclusion was
that nationalists could accelerate this process by for-
ging a concrete alternative not.

Traditional American Marxism was also analysed. The
conference oonourred with Harold Cruse's Liarn of r ar-
ticls, "Marxism and the Negro," especially his state-
ment .that the racist American working class reef
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By Don Freeman

form of capitalism, not to revolutionise the social or-
der, leaving white !Marxists without a proletariat to
lead. Since the only revolutionary force in this so-
ciety is embodied in the AfroA'srican struggle, anr
revolution in the United States rust be led by MACK
radicals, not opportunistic white Koft-xdsts .

The impotence of traditional or "bourgeois" national-
ise was examined . The delegates agreed that the tra-
ditional nationalist approach of rhetoric rather than
action was ineffectual because it posed no programtic
alternative to "bourgeois reformist" civil rights acti-
vities. It was merely "catharsis" street oratory for
the masses of Harlem . Nationalist demands for an auto-
nomous Black American sconosw weft termed bourgeois due
!b failure to differentiate such an economy from capi-
talise and unfeasible because of the white and Jewish
capitalists' intention to perpetuate "suburban colo-
nialisa" --their exploitation of Black Ghettoes . The
ooncensus was that AfroAmaricans mast control their
neighborhoods, but the realisation of this aim necess-
itates, in Rev. Albert Cleags'a terms,, a "strategy of

(concluded an page 16)



(eencluded from page Z5
chaos" involving mdre davastatiif.c vi1 disobedience
than the kind undertaken by the 'established reformist

The participants supported Minister Malcolm (X) Sha-
bats's contention that it is erroneous to define Afro-
Ameriea'a fight as "civil rights' and protest exclusive-
ly in congress ; instead, we should utilize -the UN De-
claration on Hunan Rights, and petition in the United
Nations for "human rights ." Furthjr the conference
maintained that the federal government's refusal to en-
force the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments renders
AfroAmericans slaves or a colonized Black Nation,

	

not
American citizens,

	

thus relegating them to - a position
analogous to that of Afro-Asian and Latin American na-and Latin
tions under Western imperialism.

young vanguard criticized the "domestic orient-
ation of "bourgeois reformist" leaders or their refusal
to align AfroAmerica's struggle with the colonial revo
lutions in Asia, Africa,

	

and Latin America. They de-
manded that AfroAmericans vehemently oppose American im-
perialism and neo-colonialism in the

	

"Third World" or
nonwhite nations, and endorse the Pan African objectivef
of the Addis Ababa conference.
A young Pan Africanist and African scholar presented a

critique of contemporary Pan Africanism, delineating
Western neo-colonialist machinations to thwart it. He
accused African nations of deviation from the original
Pan African unity encompassing all peoples of African
descent and concerning themselves solely with removal of
Portuguese and British colonial rule in Central and
Southwest Africa, and elimination o£ apartheid in the
Union of South Africa. He commented on the lack of ap-
preciable progress toward political, economic, and cul-;
tural union of African states. He emphasized the neces-.
sity for resurgence of the universal Pan Africanism man.
ifested in the Dr. DuBois, Nkrumah, Kenyatta sponsored
Manchester Conference of 1945. He remarked that only'
permanent revolution that annihilates nee-colonialist
"puppet regimes" and establishes eomnletely socialist
African societies can achieve the goals of Pan African-'
ism and relate Africa meaningfully to the AfroAmerican
strurele-
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The young nationalists insisted that prerequisite to agenuine Black Revolution is a fundamental "CultE&~a3sv u ion" -ge&fricanization"of Black PeopleAmerica. "Rakfricanization" repudiates decadent es

goods, materialistic values, and the . "rat_race" 7r
"pathological" egoism aril individualism inherent . . .American society. It embraces a humanism derivativethe African Heritage which exalts aesthetic, intellectual, am spiritual development, and "Communalism" 0,0cooperation rather than exploitation.

	

"ReAfricaniza-tim" is preferable to American materialism as a sourcesof cultural values . AfroAmeriean must know their auentIs history in Africa and America in order to'demolishthe "Psychological rape" or inferiority instilledAmerican "indoctrination."

	

The AfroAmerican's

	

selfimage and conception must be revolutionized to foster a.sense of "collective ethnic identity" as a unique Mack.Peopled, _before

	

Black Nationalism can emerge triumahaa t .
Pan Afrieanism,

	

"ReAfricanization."

	

"Strategies

	

of
Chaos," and anti-American and NATO imperialism conati-
tuts a revision of Black Natiorolim that incorporates
Dr. DuBois' and Marcus Garvey's theories which are rele-=vant to the Present crisis of Black America. This DO--tent ideology eradicates the "Ideological confusion"
prevalent today,

	

and facilitates the, formulation

	

of
strategy and tactics which will enable nationalists to'participate more- meaningfully in the AfroAmerican free-
dom struggle, and exert a significant influence on therevolutions of ,the "Bandug" nations and Latin America.

The assembled nationalists asserted that young nationalists are the vanguard of a Black Revolution in Ame-rica, but they must create - 1) an organizational ap-paratus to "translate" Nationalist ideology into effec-tive action ; this requires Black financing to insureBlack control . 2) Dedicated, disciplined, and decisiveyouth cadres willing to make the supreme sacrifices tobuild and sustain a dynamic Nationalist Movement . The
profound commitment of this young nationalist vanguard
Werence to AfroAmerican liberation is superbly pro-.
claimed in Br. Fidel Castro's Second Declaration of Ha-
vaa .. ."it is the duty of the rjsvolutionary to make the'
Revolution."

''VOTENTUL OF A MMORffY REVOLUTION

"The very essence of revolution is
radical change. Revolution is neceas-
iated by abusive and reactionary pow-
er. This abusive and oppressive power
.perpetuates itself through the medium
of violence .

	

In the outset the oppf-
esaive force commands the

	

superior
power. If it did not, violent revol-
ution would not be necessary. If the
oppressed controlled the-deans of pmw,
or, a peaceful transition could poss;.
ably be executed by virtue of the wZ].
of the oppressed." _ ROBERT WILLIAM



Tears that weep for shattered Sunday schools

Are lost

like diamanda leaving., ebon hands - among the dark

South African sands:

	

lost_loat.. .and never foundl

Save your tears!

	

Save your anguished cries!

Save your prayers to barren, silent skies:

Wait-wait awhile!

For soon the Damn will come to men once more -

and Buddha's eyes will smile from burning

saffron robes and charred pagodas

Shango

will shout his rumbling song to

joyous Congo tom-tams. . .in the night .

Allah

will send his flaming sword a whistling

through the "chosen land". . .and bellow:

Free-doal. Free-doml

Here comes the Rising Sun!

AM HM. ..my twenty-million, tortured,

ohosen.children:

your day will comet

SONG of FIRE
(to Asia, Africa, Latin America,
and emerging Black America)

When it comes _ like a tropic swamer storm:

the earth will shake as Calvary at crimson sunset.

Blood will stain the moon ; snuff out the stars'.

Blood will clog the wheels of Mighty Juggernaut

and send him crashing from his Atom Throne?

BLOOD will wash your pain away!

(Fire!)

P°WAa :`Z,OI `

	

19, ps

	

17

"y` 11.6

	

d Sweli n:gs

Bright red flames, Burnt, charred death!

Grinning skulls, rolling asyes and mad-mad

cries to -rate Madonnas:

will scorch the "lonely crowd" with death's embrace

like Mushroom Suns. . .in mutant Hiroshima.

(Fire!)

will vindicate the blues; sanctify the earth;

resurrect the mangled Jesus from-the Nordic

lynch_treel

(Fire!)

will cauterize the racist plaguel

(concluded on page 1Q,



Here I stand - at ?eenty-five, dark. . .and lonely for Mr mother's `tomb .

An sngry, fiery man - awaiting Nature's call

to act out

my deadly hour .upon the Western Stage.

	

"all

fall down!"

H=Iaimed the anguished poet. He is right. "All

fall down!"

And so, we will all fall down someday.

But, to start anew - the old mast fade away

or burn. ..or.. .cramble in the savage wind.

Therefore:

	

the hordes that plundered Rome

werw bringing in a Now Age - and the Hun

. . .beoame a Herald of the Dawn.

So hush, now air wooly-headed lambs - dry your eyes!

Lift your withered hearts; throw your chains away

and wait for: .

small of HRIrSTQHE!
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Uncle Sam,

I'm dark from Alabam

You give nee this gun .to fight

for you and Freedom

But Uncle Sam,

Hear 'bout me

Via dark from Ala-bam

If I live through this war

For you and Freedom

Can I take some home to Ala-bam4

Answer :

	

"When you are ready for it, boy."

moo

I do not believe that Uncle Sam really wants this
black. man in his army.

	

And he'll know it when he
reads this declaration.

	

I

	

certainly' want no part

	

of
this 6Wte M'h'o- army. ' The army itself discriminates,
as do a7.1 of America's armed forces,

	

against the black
man; anti-Negro insults and other racist degradations
are standard

	

procedure

	

on all

	

army bases.

	

The

	

army
serves iri turn as the chief repressive instrument of
America's racist-thug society which systematically ex,-
ploits the AfroAmerican and imperialistically exploits
and oppresses my non-white brothers around the world.
I

	

nowill

	

t Fight in the service of such a brutal,

beastly .white

	

imperialist and racist aggressor nation .

The black man in America is brutally

	

subjugated into
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(Declaration of Conscientious Objectorahip to
Local Board 90)

Charles W. Johnson, Jr.
#20-90-41-667

"There are some wars . . .that the American Negro will not
support. . ." -- James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time

a subordinate caste position in this society. His
"place" - to which the-'S~umett Till murderers, Barnett
of-fasciit, police-state, 106') American Mississippi,-
and to which other well-adjusted, "normal" American re-
fer - is that of a brutal

	

.attacked SUB-HUMAN, SUM.
EXPLOITED.BEAST OF SURD

	

This is the so-called
"place" of-the American black man in this anti-Negro
color caste society, North or South. In the South, the
"White Devil" is an open, honest fascist; in the North,
he is a hypocritical."liboral" who will lynch you from
"a low, low limb."

Either ,"WhitW must cease to oppress and super-ex-

ploit black people in America or black people will get

together and smash this rotten, expl9itative,, unjust .

(concluded on page 201



(concluded from page 19)
decadent society., .

	

. V6 get our

	

human rights in-
mediatelY . 'or we'11i.ar it up . and: nobody gets nothin'I

It- is both

	

outrageous . and insulting to Negroes for
th=e racist society: to . try . . ard

	

draft black men into
such an .anti-Ilegra,machine

	

d .the U.S. ARMY. I grin
resist and fight .WV saahi ave as regards me person.
ally:

	

But ;if I a%4natched in over my objections, I
pledge tci~pe0PU .to AgLt_ats among black soldiers to
unite. theA ,crowd the following revolutionary prin-
ciplee:

1. .

	

'VEMEKHCE

2. ,

	

'

	

ACTION

3, TO FIGHT FOR "INTDGRATION" : INTEGRATED POOLS
OF xm

The policy will'' .be# as noted by Mao Tse-tung, brillant
leader of the Chinese people, "to give tft-for-tat and
to .fight for every inch of land." And furthermore, as
?aao wrote on,

	

"we will not hook unless attacked ; but
if we are attacked, we will ftiftlWy counterattack. . .to
Wipe you out RF.SOLUMY, THOROUGHLY, WHOLLY, COY,
AIM UTTMLY." Since everybody in the world knows that
America is going fascist, and that AfroAmericans will be
the scapegoats of American fascism, black people mast
adopt these. principles of blue Tse-tung and unite at once
under independent, all-black leadership to fight for
survival.

Obviously, I regard it as an insult to saw intelligence
for the racist white man to have the audacity to draft
black men into its cannon-fodder carps. The whole world
knows that the U.S. AraW is nothing but a bunch of
rapists, napalm-bombers of helpless civilian nee-White
men, women, and children (in Japan, in Korea, and cur
rently in South Vietnam,

	

where in spite of genocidal
practices by America, the glorious P

	

-s

	

beret
Fret or Vietcong is beating the U.S. into the ma) ;
they are arrogant racists and cynical cowards with wham
it would be a dishonor to serve. I want amt of such
an outfitt

You nest think I an a gimp fool to go out and risk nq
precious life in the service of a callous white beast -
I won't call him a man - who before ,the whole world,
showed his willingness to use the white man's best
friend .' the vicious killer-dog - on unarmed. black wen,
women, and children, and to train high-pressure fire
hoses onto these cam freedoR fighters. Hell, you did-
n't even do that to the Japanese or Koreans and Chinesel
Ind everyday, the fascist, racist-thug, mad-dog police
are even further unleashed against black people,as anti-
?legro "zoo-keepers* to brutally terrorise and subjugate
the Negro into his "p1acm," and to add insult to atro-
aious injury by herding black freedom fighters into Rit-
lCT..like concentration -caums with electric prods used to
herd cattle to slaughter. .. .THERE

	

AIN'T NO WAY IN HELL
that black people will remain nonviolent when white
beasts are trying to annihilate them!

	

Such white sa-
vages must be OFFED (killed) and the rotten society that
breeds them smashed! .. ..THERE

	

AIN'T 110 UAY IN HELL THAT
. .' :"-Y:?0

	

CAN ';::

	

C711-7 7

	

1 CI'1'Mr.J OF

	

THIS IMLJ~YJF:'If

	

n
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common street dog has acre rights than a Negro. We are
denied the right to vote and are taxed azVxay. WE ARE
TREATED LIKE MODERN-DAY SLAVESI Four little, intlocent
and beautiful. black girls get blown to bits, and the FBI
.. which so vauntedly and zealously persecutes progres-
sives and black militants - can't turn up a clue . White
rapiste and out-and-out murderers get away soot-free for
the most heinous crimes against Negroes ; Negroes
of rape of miss' Anne cart~t get safely to trial pact . hgq-
ling lynch mobs. The whole court system, North and South
is anti-Negrol

The Negro cannot "integrate" into this anti-Negro ma-
chine. We're alrea& integrated into a "no-citizenship"
position of subhuman, super-exploited beasts of burden.
The only ouligation we have is to fight for the de-
strncticn of all racists . The only sense you can talk
of "integration" is in reference to the integrated pools
of blood that will result from black people using their
guns,

	

razors,

	

and lye-cans against frantic white at-
tacks.

THERE AIN'T

	

NO WAYIN HELL that I's' going out like a
fool

	

and fight wean-white brothers is Asia,, .Mr`iaa..
and Latin America for- "white Devils." In fact; I ain't
going to risk mpi life fighting against raw

	

,en-
emies. I like to see "White-Eyes" killing each other
for a change. And aVy,

	

I

	

everything you op-
pose and apps everything you support.

	

.

`%est Ye Forger'

PATRICE EMMERY LUAUMBA



GREETINGS TO

OUR MILITANT

. VIETNAMESE BROTHERS

July 4, 196++

On this Fourth of July 1964 when White America cale-
'brates its Declaration of Independence from foreign do-
mination one hundred and eighty-eight years ago, we of
Ithe Revolutionary Action Movement (RAN) congratulate
the Vietnamese Front of National Liberation for their
inspiring victories against . U.Ss, imperialism in South
Vietnan-and thereby declare' Our jndevendence from the
policies of the U;S . government abroad and at home.

RAN does thin because, as the Black Liberation Front
of the U.S.A. . our philosophy is one of the world revo-
lution of oppressed peoples rising up against their
former slavemasters. Our movement is a movement of .
black people who are coordinating their efforts to
create a new world free from exploitation and oppres-
aicn of man by mean .

We of RAN know that ,in South Viet~M today, U.S. in..
perislisn is trying to fill. thm yaeaml left by the
jpdochinesb rout of French imperialism, tea years ago,
as

	

elsewhere In the world it is tryi4 to Idll the va
sanm left by Britain, Holland, and the

	

other Iuropian
irlperial%pt powers. We are well aware of the unde-
clared war. . that

	

the

	

forces of

	

U.S. imperialism- . Ace.,

The F. No. L. -of South Vietnam

"The F.N .L. (Front National de Liberation) of South
Vietnam must not be considered simply as a maquis.
Within the territories'under its control, a genuine
administration has been established, and above all,
a new social, economic and cultural life is begin-
ring. The struggle against illiteracy, by mass edu-
cation, is being vigorously carried out . Intellect-
uals and artists who have escaped from the cities
are beginning to produce A literature and art inspi
red'by traditional culture and the

	

revolutionary
movement.

	

At the beginning of 1963, according to
statistics given by the "Agence Liberation-presse"of
the 17,000 villages (a "commune" is composed of sev-
eral villages) of South Vietnam,4,400 were complete-
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Vietnamese, meet to support kmeriean Negro struggle

ly liberated ; in 8,980 others "the grasp of the Ame-
rican and Diem military and police machi" had been
broken," which is to say that the communal administ-
ration is only apparently under the authority of the
Saigon government . Some provinces, such as Camau,
Bentre, have been 90 per cent liberated. Fifty per
cent of the total population has escaped Diem's con-
trol in order to live under a new regime. About
700,000 hectares have been retaken and distributed
to poor peasants; depending on the province, farm
rents have been cut 40 to 50 per cent since 19511It is hence easy to understand why the Americans anti
Diem have wanted to force the entire rural populat-
ion into strategic villages ."

From NGUYEN KIEN's "Ls Sud-Ylalnam dapuh a )Ian-ehn-Plrs", pubmslmd1M bar Frrrgols msspsro, 2m, rum du CordInal-Lemoane, Pans Ya. Francs.

hghtins today, against the people

	

of Southeast Asia,
'in the name of the "Free World", and also of the in-
trigues by which U.S. imperialism seeks to divide your
country; in order to cripple its economy and make it
completely dependent upon U.S . aid. We know that U.S.
capitalism is the citadel of world capitalism.

	

That is
why we of RAN do not seek assimilation or integration
into this "Free World."

	

We do not want to share in the
oppression of our brothers aetyvhere on earth; we will
not join in the White American counter-revolution that
-is attempting - at home and abroad - to crush the
mounting revolutionary struggles .

We hope that our solidarity-will encourage our bro-
thers if South Vietnam and the world over to intensify
their revolutionary efforts so that in the near future,
all of us will be abie to met and lay the basis for a
rlew world society in which all forms of colonialism) and
exploitation - political,_ economic, social and cul-
tural - will have been buried arln all those who have
been oppressed.wi}1 hav* thq Roster to decide their own
destiny. Then SW only then will men be able 'folive
as human beings and not as slaves and slavemasters .



'~=E CAN WIN (-concluded from . page 2)
be

	

sent data the. wldte communities to divide

	

theca,fight the fascists, and frustate the efforts of thecounterrevolutionary forces .' Chace will be every-where and with the breakdown of mass eaasirunications,mutiny will occur in great numbers in all facets ofthe Oppressor's government . The 'stock market willfall; Wall Street will stop ibwtioning; Washington,D.C . will be torn apart by riots.- officials every_where will .run for

	

their fir

	

.

	

The George

	

Lincolnloekwells, '.rilliam ftcjdj:j~,	-aLdwaters, Ikuponta, Carnegies, Reckefell~, kennedys, Yanderbilts, Hunts,Johnsons, Vallacea, Barnetts, etc. will be the firstto go. The revolution will -strike by night and slynone. Mass riots will occur in the day with theAfroAmerioana blocking traffic, burning buildingsetc. Thousands of AfroAmericana Will be in the streetfighting ; for they will know that this is it. Thecry will be "It's Onk" This will be -the AfroAss_rican's battle for human survival. Thousands of ourpeople will get shot den, but thousands more will
there to fight on. The black revolution will usesabotage in the

	

cities - knocking

	

out the .electrical",dower first, then transportation, and guerilla warfarein the countryside in the South. With the citiescowerless, the oppressor will be helpless .

Turner's philosophy of "strike by night and spVenone" is very important because it shows us that Turnerknew the psychology of White America, and that xe .hadleadership with' . the guerilla

	

instinct.

	

Turner xnew
what black terrorism meant to the whites, and struck,
even though the odds were against his. His sense -of
annihilation of the eneaW is very important for our
struggle even today, because unlike Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, the Afrohmerican has a great bulk of the
mass against him. White America can be neutralised
only by fear of high stakes. That is, if they know
that whole families, communities, etc. of their loved
ones will be wiped off the face of the earth if they
attack AfroAmericans, they won't be too eager to go to
war against us . This will, be expecially true if the
AfroAmrican revolutionary forces sake it clear that
they are fighting the capitalist ruling class oli-
garchy . . but if White Americans fight on the side of
the white racist oppressor's government, they will be
wiped out with no questions asked. For to support the
oppressor's government is to be murderers, and they
would be treated like murderers. With the terms ofthe revolution'epelled out, this will divide White Ame-
rica- So, we can see that just by observing Nat Tur-
ner, we can gain something for our caning revolution.

The whites have had to use terrorism in prder to con-
trol ]Black America. By the proportion of the popula-
tion - in the South eapeciapy : Afrokmericans oonsti_
tute a nation within a nation. As in slavery times,
the only thing. that has kept as enslaved is the white
man's superior political machinery. By the political
machinery, I mean the governmental machinery that cart_
trole the mass communications and transportation haskept the white man in power.

	

If w would look at oursituation today, w would see that if the white mandidn't derv us the right to vote or gerxywrder ourvote in the North, w would have significant political
per - if not political control of this country.
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We see that is the ::Southern states .. espeatally 1l.s-
sissippi _ where blaef outnumber whites by a very
large portion - the situation- would be

	

e
turned around. And with us controlling our ca®qties
in the North, w could have the ten ma;~w urban centers
tied up.

	

If White America wasn't_ a racist, capitalist
state, half

	

of Congress would be black.

	

The mkites in
control know this and this

	

is why the federal govern ..
mat will never do anything to change its racist okar-
actor. Yes, it's the United States government who per.
petrates racism. The Southern °cracker" (bigot) does-
n't onunt, because the U .S . government is a "orankarw
government. Knowing our position, our historical des-tiny, w should be willing to go all the way.

Neither the CIA, FBI, National Guard, Army or local
police will be able to control our people; due to their
internal conflicts. The oppressor's racist gawerrsasnt
will weaken and begin to fall more and more with every
day of revolutionary struggle on its hands. Fosaign
imperialists' holdings x111 be seized by the various
revolutionary movements in Asia, Africa, and Latin Ame-
rica. U.S . lackey governments will topple everywhere,
once the racist White American government is no lodger:
.able to come to their aid. With the Wh#s *wriean
ruling class wiped off the face of this planet, and the
remaining reactionary forces suffering eventual defeat, .
the. revolutionary AfroAmerioan government will call on
the help of other revolutionaries and revolutionary
governments to help restore order and to fulfill the
ultimate objectives of the world black revolution.

Thus me will have the fulfillment of a four hundred
year degtiny, and with the Beast (Western Imperialias)
destroyed - the birth of a Now World1 . .. .We wet rea-
lize that w are the key to the world black revolution
and that the rest of the world is waiting for us. We
moat remember that Hiptary is on our aide. Not only
can wwin, w wU1 win! .

Your Soul Brother,

Max Stanford



The members of the Blaek liberation Front composed
of AfroAmericans who traveled to Cuba feel compelled
to issue a statement as to why they felt that it was
necessary to defy, the travel ban to Cuba . We are
members of an dppressed group living within the scene
of United States power and influence, but not a
significant part or major force of the power and
influence . We are brutalized, murdered, raped, dis-
criminated and segregated because we are weak, because
we are disorganised, because we are black. The can.
stitution of the United States has never ¢reserved,
defended or protected our r"Lts as American citizens.
We seek solutions to our problems, solutions thit will
preserve our people, who are being systematically
liquidated in many sections of the United States by
organized Military, police, pare-military forces, and
by mob violence. This activity, must stop now. Ma?w
non-white societies outside thp..United States are at-
tempting to merge the mutual interests of their black
and white citizens. . Cuba in our judgment is having
success while the ariLted States is hard Mosed_ to
ant

	

is black citizens t

	

r total

	

is

	

den the
Constitution. In Cuba black~ooen and woman fought with
Fidel Castro in the mountains and streets. the alleys
and byways ;

	

therefore demonstrating their I0YaltV ~to
the revolutionary aspirations, of the Cuban Rev61u-
tion.

	

Black men and women have fought in every major
struggle , ever -carried on by the United States Govern-
ment. We have shed blood, died irrespective of the
cost to ham and family. Today one of the black re-
volutionaries who fought with Fidel, Juan Alemida, is
a vice-.minister and tog leader in the Revolutionary
Army. In.the state pf Georgia white racists shot and
killed a black, high-rang military officer because
of .their hatred,

	

their hostility to his rank, his in-
fluence in the military service.

on9 of the,most far-reaohirieL and important develop-
ments of the Revolution has been in the area of -mesa
eduoaticp. In Cuba, the Revoluti~mrarsnmant has
carried. out a program that has virtually e17rd-natfx
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the scourge of illiteracy while huge pockets of il-

literacy remain in many, southern areas o£ the United .

States . In all sections of Cuba black and white stn-,

dents are working together, studying together, living
together, eating together, sharing together the toile,
the reisarda that they feel are sure to be theirs in

new Cuba .
We, the Afro-Americand who traveled to Cuba, were

privileged to be a part of this vitality, this new
1156k in Cuban education. We were the guests of Cuban
Professors, teachers and students at Cuban urniver-
sitiee, Cuban technical schools, Cuban sacandar7
schools, `at Cuban schools for. the elementary and
k~dergarden level children and! t the extraordinary
teacher training' gchools in themo=tains OYxxaam-
bray in Las Villas Province and in the Sierra Maestra
mountains of Oriente province.

Black Cubans work as teachers, students, ruwkere

and technicians at both mountain regidne rdw:rd 08
fighting that proceeded Fidel's march to power took

place. At the teacher training school at Minas De

Frio in the Sierra Maestra mountains, black Cubans
not only make up a large number of the student bodYI
but what is even more important .occupy vital positions

th the cadministrativel acadeer# and ideological

levels of the schod!6. At our last day, in Minas De

Frio one of the black Cuban sub-directors

	

of the

school

	

gave a very moving address

	

on the role of the

school in the Cuban Revolution, haw the school case

into being, hour students are brought to the school

and what relations to what we had seen at Minas Do

Frio might be as we return to the United States. The

=is-education of Black Americans, the ,o~le~ge that

productive life in a so-called free United states

have never been successfully set by the Aneriran ed-

cational leaders. The numbers of black educational

administrators, professoysror teachers ; the deolining
(cbncluded on page 24)



ranks of the numbers and quality of Black Americans
who occupy positions of influence in American educa-
tional institutions attest to their lack of i:nf-u-
ence in these centers of higher learning.

The inadequate, inaccurate role of American history
in giving due credit and justice to Black Americans
for their part in the crsatie6 and building of the
United States in widespread and notorious.

In Cuba, one of their greatest military leaders,
Antonio Macro, was black while one"of their greatest

living military leaders - a black man - is an "Fl
Comandante" in the armed forces .

	

Their

	

pictures
in maxW hones all over Cuba ; their history is Cuban
history. This history is taught to all Cuban child-
ren black and -white.

In Cuba,

	

am of their greatest trade unim leaders,
Jesus Menendez - a black Cuban, laid down Wx life at
the ague of 37 for

	

the

	

cause

	

of the

	

Cuban worker.
.That American trade union leader has shorn himself
milling to sacrifice his interests or his life for
the American works 'l!

( concluded-from. page 23)
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ated tight." No black man, Woman

	

or child_who sae;,
is or shy at acme fhtae date be" anath*O?vietia df
racist oppression,

	

stands alone. We have ?basil that
we have

	

friends all over the ;;;Id irho stand ready to
aid us.

We have attempted in - this statement to address aur-
aelves to the realities of life in Cuba and in time
United States for the Slack Cuban and for the muck
American respectively. To the black Cuban child life
holds great promise for a bright future. What is the
future of the Black child in the racist, fascist
state of Mississippi?

It is the

	

success of Cuban 'story in seeking salu
Lions to its racial,

	

political,

	

axial and ecomomi+e
problems that prompted Black Americans from sang sec-
tions of the United States to, risk life, limb, and
even prison in order

	

that they might

	

offer

	

gcmoe -new
knoarledge, some vital experience to a stoaphoaae
mbich seems. to be destrgr1ng itself V useless racial
conflict.

While Cuba builds on its rad4a1 per the United
States is dectzmWing am of It*

most
vital. racial .

groups.

	

It was to adleess ourselves to this problem

In the am of personal involvement, the Black Are-

	

that further communication with i'nterr'acial soclA ties
ricans have set stay people,

	

formed new relations,

	

Like Cuba becomes vital. The most oppressed racial

and discasered aazV new allies hitherto indmoun who

	

gyp in Amnrim, namely the Black Americans, draw
have stated their vital interest in ow struggle in

	

manni

	

.

	

atrengtbr and a ocatiarned inportanee from
the United States. To the black people of the United

	

suach liberating acts as travel to a disputed am

'fates,

	

we can say "Rake art,_ owe is not an i.so3t

	

ruon as. Cuba. .

COM . .

	

-

	

T
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